
How to Make More Room in Your Skinny Jeans
Pockets (Hand Sewn)

This guide will help demonstrate sewing an extension on a pair of skinny jeans to make the pocket
larger.

Written By: Jose Calderon
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INTRODUCTION

Skinny jeans are a very popular style of jeans, loved by both men and women. But, this doesn’t
mean that they don’t have their flaws. The average pocket size on a pair of skinny jeans is very
small.

Because of their popularity, they need to be functional in everyday life and be able to hold
necessities like a phone or wallet.

This step-by-step guide will help you add the much-needed space in your favorite pair of skinny
jeans. It doesn’t matter if you are a beginner or an expert, this will grow your sewing skills.

TOOLS:
Hand Sewing Needle (1)

Small
Sewing Thread (1)
Fabric Scissors (1)
Ruler (1)
Fabric Marker (1)
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https://www.amazon.com/SINGER-Large-Needles-Magnetic-Card-12/dp/B002I35QMO/ref=sxin_0_ac_d_rm?crid=2D44X2L0TRTDM&keywords=sewing+needles+hand&pd_rd_i=B002I35QMO&pd_rd_r=7dfc4a4d-85d9-4fa9-bae0-e641c5d5fa59&pd_rd_w=TG8zg&pd_rd_wg=IkY1h&pf_rd_p=91b604bb-c371-4573-970f-bed68a552852&pf_rd_r=14CZ6X5JHRAM9W311PP0&qid=1559661764&s=gateway&sprefix=sewing+needle%252Caps%252C148
https://www.amazon.com/Mandala-Crafts-Leather-Upholstery-Heavy-Duty/dp/B00JU6OO84/ref=sxin_3_sxwds-bovbs?keywords=sewing+thread&pd_rd_i=B00JU6OO84&pd_rd_r=c07d98d2-1c94-49aa-bc98-32e11898cd38&pd_rd_w=BSp4k&pd_rd_wg=RvMsa&pf_rd_p=55b738be-ff12-48ad-8ad2-6a14afb06d32&pf_rd_r=B0N34JTYEF87KNN36KTP&qid=1564698552&s=gateway
http://www.amazon.com/Gingher-8-Inch-Knife-Dressmakers-Shears/dp/B000UU6SR4/
http://www.amazon.com/Classics-Stainless-Backing-TPG-152-Inches/dp/B002IXKD9U/ref=sr_1_9?s=office-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1435272263&sr=1-9&keywords=ruler
https://www.amazon.com/Artline-White-Marker-Fabric/dp/B00KG6CAQU/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=fabric+marker+white&qid=1622642934&sr=8-5


Step 1 — Flipping the pocket

 

Flip the pants inside out to reveal the pockets that you will be extending.

Step 2 — Opening the Pocket

 

Using your fabric scissors, cut the bottom of the pocket open. Cut above the original stitching and
preserve as much of the original pocket as possible.
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Step 3 — Preparing to sew the Extension

 

Before cutting your fabric, measure the length of the fabric you want to extend.

Measure the length and width of the original pocket. Write these measurements down.

Add one inch to the length (L+1in) and do the same for the width (W+1in).

Next, double the width for your final calculation (W+1) *2).

Take your piece of fabric and trace your measurements onto the material.

It may be easier to fold the large piece of fabric in half, so you only have to trace and cut once.

Ensure your two cut pieces of fabric are the same size.

In order to make sure that the pocket will be successful, align the piece of cloth to the pocket. If the
measurements are accurate fold your piece in half where the fold is the bottom. Pin the cloth to the
bottom of the original pocket and the sides as well.
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Step 4 — Stitching the Pocket Extension

  

Fold the two cut pieces in half widthwise. For designed fabric, make sure the dull side is facing
you.



Mark a line half an inch above the raw edge on the bottom side and the side opposite of the fold.

Take your needle and thread and sew along your marked lines. Keep the stitches small and close
together for durability.



Thread size will vary.

Once you have finished stitching, be sure to tie a knot.
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Once you have finished, you can now flip your pants back out and test your new pockets.

Step 5 — Stitching the Pockets Together

  

After you have completed your stitching, check to make sure your new pockets are secure. There
should only be one opening in each pocket.



Flip the new pockets inside out to hide the stitching and expose the outside pattern. On your
original pocket, mark a straight line a half an inch above the raw edge.



Take your two new pocket squares and place them inside the old pockets with the opening
matching the old pockets.



Stitch the new pocket together by going along your marked line on the original pocket.

Avoid stitching the opening shut by only joining one original layer and one new layer all around
your pocket.



Once finished, pull your new pocket downwards and make sure it is attached tightly.

You can use a clothes iron to iron the pocket if you want it to be flatter.
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